**Name of Organization:** Cyrus Capital Partners

**Job Title:** Investment Analyst

**Description:**

My name is William Xu – I graduated Yale as an Econ and Math major in 2018. I'm currently an analyst at Cyrus Capital, an investment fund based out of New York.

I’m reaching out to encourage senior Econ majors to apply for our full-time investment analyst position. As a member of the Analyst program, you’ll be placed under the mentorship of experienced investors and learn how to evaluate businesses in a myriad of industries. Even as a first-year analyst, you’ll have the opportunity to contribute meaningfully and do substantive work on both credit and equity investments in private and public companies. In my opinion, compared to the traditional routes like banking and consulting, this role has better pay, better hours, and more interesting and impactful work.

If you have any questions, feel free to email me at wxu@cyruscapital.com.

------

Cyrus Capital Partners, L.P. is an SEC registered investment adviser with offices in New York and London. Cyrus invests on a global basis in securities and loans issued by corporates and sovereigns. It invests across the entire capital structure of companies, takes long and short positions in debt, equity and derivative instruments traded publicly and over the counter, directly structures capital solutions for companies, and leads capital raises. Cyrus is an active investor that is deep value-focused and experienced in legal and process-oriented opportunities. Today, Cyrus manages over $4 billion.

Cyrus seeks to generate high absolute returns over a full credit and business cycle. The Cyrus team is comprised of professionals with skill sets including bankruptcy and restructuring, industry, legal, private equity, capital structure, derivatives, trading, and capital markets.

The investment analyst will work with senior analysts and traders in performing primary and secondary research on industries and companies with the objective of identifying investment opportunities across the capital structure. As a member of the Analyst program, you will work under the mentorship of experienced investors and learn how to evaluate businesses in a myriad of industries. The investment analyst will participate in the daily discussions around existing and new investments, contributing to new idea generation and research. We seek analytical, curious, and intellectually honest individuals interested in learning more about investing and business. No previous finance experience is required.

**Job Link:** Applications can be submitted through our posting on Yale Symplicity at: [https://yale-csm.symplicity.com/students/?s=jobs&ss=jobs&mode=form&id=bb7add1b21ff09abb2566a58b40e209](https://yale-csm.symplicity.com/students/?s=jobs&ss=jobs&mode=form&id=bb7add1b21ff09abb2566a58b40e209)

**Job Location:** New York City

**Deadline:** Wednesday, September 18th